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There’s a poem at the start of Raymond Antrobus’
All the Names Given that does not appear in the
table of contents. Closer Captions comes just after
an epigraph and before the official opening poem,
The Acceptance. Closer Captions turns out to be a
kind of ghost poem snaking its way through the
entire work, comprised primarily of writing in
boxed brackets that resembles the text you see in
closed captioning on television or in film subtitles.
Such captions are standard tools to allow for
accessibility, often reducing sound to a bare textual
representation. But in this book, the captions leap
into the unknowable.

It starts with the synaesthesia of the opening line:
“[sound of mouth and arms opening]”. Immediately,
the relationship between text, image and sound is
troubled, the caption itself the site of deep
conundrums. Can sound ever really be embodied by
language? Can an image have a sound? Which part
of a sound is most real? For the rest of the book,
other captions appear in between poems, like:
“[sound of time passing]”, “[sound of self divided]”,
“[sound of mirrors breaking inside mirrors]”, “[sound
of broken beginning]”. All arguably function as
commentary on the poems before and after. In this
way, they reminded me of two facts: we are always in
language, and we are always in history – what has
come before and what comes next.

Like Antrobus’ debut The Perseverance, the latest
book deals movingly with family – particularly father
figures – as well as questions of belonging provoked
by race, nationality, and the history of colonialism.
The writing is about the failure of human beings to
connect with one another due to various prejudices.
Society’s unwillingness to address such
shortcomings becomes a kind of erasure; a silence
that parallels the treatment and experience of the d/
Deaf. It is useful, but not necessary, to consider how
Antrobus was inspired by Deaf sound artist Christine
Sun Kim whose work involves rewriting captions and
subtitles in films from being hearing centric to Deaf
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centric. This artist’s work asks “Does sound itself
have to be a sound? Could it be a feeling?” I also
think of Roland Barthes’ idea of the power of the
caption to “create” that which it refers to, the way a
caption next to a picture in a magazine or newspaper
might frame our understanding of the image. Thus
understood, Antrobus’ captions become fraught sites
of power dynamics relating to language and the
status of the individual; to questions of
representation and perception.

Not only do captions thread the collection, but
individual poems are dissected by them, such as in
the poems The Royal Opera House (with Stage
Captions), and Horror Scene as Black English Royal
(Captioned) – providing us with more evidence of
their centrality to the nuances of this work. The final
reveal, however, comes at page 74, where we are
presented with the collection’s final poem, Closer
Captions. It turns out this is the same poem we’ve
encountered at the start of the book, the one that at
first seemed to be missing from the table of
contents. The poem overspills and, Finnegan’s Wake
style, recirculates to the beginning. Its final lines,
thus, could also be its opening ones: “Reader, this is
the place/ I try to take you...” The attempt of the
poet is akin to the attempt of language to replicate
sound; of language to help us grapple with the
immensity of various histories. A stunning work.

Casey Bailey’s Please Do Not Touch also plays with
captions, sequences, cycles, and repetitions. The
book deftly tackles police violence or violence
directed against black and brown people, showing us
another aspect of life in a world still coloured by the
colonial denigration of once subjugated bodies. In
31.08.05, the captions on the right side of the page
echo the narrative on the left but in ways that
intensify the focus of the speaking mind who is the
victim of a police shooting. If I Speak reads almost
like a riddle with captions providing an alternative
argument to the main body of the text. If the riddle is
unsolvable, it is because it can be hard to define the
limits – geographic and otherwise – of how far
advocacy and activism should go when, in truth,
injustice anywhere is injustice everywhere. Swear

Down works in a similar vein, its captions even more
cryptic because of their suggestion of withheld
information in a narrative beyond our reach. Every
Boy Who Dies in the Ghetto Is Me implies a tragic
replication of the same story repeated over and over.
It finds its echo in a later poem, Every Boy Who Kills
in the Ghetto Is Me. This robust, compelling book
ends with the long poem, Tomorrow, Yesterday,
Today – what’s sometimes called a heroic crown – a
15-sonnet sequence in which the last sonnet is made
up of all the previous first lines. The poem is about
the uncertainties faced by young people who must
also contend with all that the collection presents:
“We dream of life, knowing dreams don’t/ come true,
but they do come consistently”.

The first section of Nidhi Zak/Aria Eipe’s Auguries of
a Minor God contains poems with, yes, more
captions, most memorably with the poem formerly
exotic, fruit, which contains an unforgettable
description of a papaya in a supermarket. A
commentary to the right of the page gives us the
papaya slit open to reveal “seeds a caviar clutch/
slick like newborn spawn”. As the supermarket scene
plays out on the left, the imagery on the right gets
increasingly violent, the fruit’s association with the
narrator’s home being “stifled” and the saffron flesh
approaching the colour of “an early bruise”.
Eventually, “splayed tissue” falls before a beloved’s
feet and the papaya is declared to be “nowhere close
to worth it/ the price that I have paid”. This
incredible poem comes in a section that tackles rape,
violation, paralysis, and love and, perhaps for this
reason, I was particularly struck by the sense of
unease the navigation between its texts generates.

The opening section of the book, called ‘Remember,
Love?’, is divided into sub-sections which themselves
are a kind of running, caption-like commentary. The
sub-sections relate to the story of the five arrows of
Kāma (the god of love in Hindu literature) which,
unlike Cupid’s, have a range of effects on the love
object, namely: stunning/paralysing, drying up/
withering, bewildering/mesmerising, bewitching/
infatuating, killing/destroying. These sub-titles in the
book are their own poem: suggesting much about
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love itself and setting up relationships with the
poems they demarcate. For instance, the poem be/
cause, which appears in the ‘stunning/paralysing’
section, at first seems poised to invite us to consider
love as an eerily beautiful horse that stops us in our
tracks. But then the poem takes a turn to an instance
of unwanted sexual advances and violence. Its
opening line warns us “because nothing is like
anything/ else, an approximation will always break/
down when you need it most”. This is the failure of
language; the impossibility of ever reducing a set of
experiences to something that fully approximates to
real life. Just as captions might never fully
encompass all that sound offers, so too does
literature, and its figurative language, have its limits.
At the same time another type of commentary
sprinkled throughout the book, the use of
portmanteau words, suggests the opposite. These
words invite us to consider familiar noun and
adjective clusters as single units, such as
“tantrumthrowntoddler”, “sadseeminglettuce”,
“softstomachedsofa”, “kohllinedeyes”. They make us
consider how such amalgamations reflect not only
the evolving nature of language but also how certain
aspects of life do manage to translate universally.

Like Bailey’s Please Do Not Touch, Auguries of a
Minor God ends with a long poem. A is for [Arabs]
begins with an epigraph that points out the central
role played by poets within Arab culture for
centuries. The opening of the poem points to an
irony: in some mainstream movies “Arabs are more
likely to be/ depicted as tyrants and terrorists”, not
lovers of good verse. The poem presents ordinary
domestic scenes from a family navigating life in the
suburbs where white neighbours keep watch and
where Muslim parents self-censor what they say
about their children so as not to underline cultural
differences and, in the process, scare off allies.
However, this already precarious everyday life is
interrupted by a holdyourbreathhorror: the traumatic
relaying of the news of the Christchurch mosque
shootings in New Zealand in 2019. In a powerful
gesture, the final pages of the collection give us text
taken from the Koran that might have been among
the passages read and studied by the 51 people

massacred by the white supremacist terrorist
responsible for those attacks. It is also the case that
the placing of sections of the Koran in a poetry
collection is a reminder that holy books like it and,
say, the Bible, are essentially poems: texts subject to
multiple readings.

Thus, these three books powerfully reaffirm the fact
that all texts are captions: they find new meanings
when held up against something else.

Andre Bagoo’s most recent books are The
Undiscovered Country, Writing through Siddhartha
and The Dreaming. He lives in Trinidad with his
puppy Chaplin.
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